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The process of digitalisation is changing the world,
one country, industry and company at a time. By
2025, global digital transformation spending is
forecast to reach USD 2.8 trillion1.
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But some sectors and countries are changing faster than others.

Digitalisation accelerated due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which
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With this in mind, this report – a follow-up to our Tides of Disruption
report published in 2019, explores several key issues:
•

Which countries are most advanced, and what can others learn
from them?

•

•

legal systems to catch up with the pace of technological change,
businesses should feel reassured that there are steps they can take
now to mitigate some of the issues. We will provide evidence in this
report of how and where this has been achieved.

that a significant part of the digital lifestyle we became accustomed
to during the pandemic is here to stay.
Digitalisation has also had a positive impact on the global
employment market. In many countries, digitalisation has enabled
access to “cold spots” where social mobility programmes can now

What opportunities and challenges do different jurisdictions and

extend even further, reaching talent which previously may have

industries face, and how are they being addressed?

been unable to access employability skills programmes and other

And finally, what sort of legal complications do these new

increasingly critical as more and more employers find themselves

technologies bring for businesses, and what steps should they be

seeking new talent and niche skillsets to meet the demands of a

taking to ensure they are both protected and primed for success?

changing global economy.

access routes into businesses. These digital inroads have become

Digitalisation brings vast opportunity, but the complications will

As the ‘new normal’ becomes less new and more normal, many

likely take some time to play out globally, although in some areas –

businesses may be reconsidering their overall strategy or simply want

such as cyber crime – the need for progress is starting to feel more

to better understand how digitalisation can drive internal efficiencies.

urgent. For example, recent PwC research2 shows that more than

We want to provide some practical advice for companies wanting to

60% of CEOs and CTOs expect cyber crime to increase over 2022

thrive in an increasingly digital-first world.

– a persistent trend. In others, such as AI, the first steps have been
taken towards regulation with the proposal for a European Artificial
Intelligence Regulation published in 2021. But while we wait for

We hope you enjoy the report, which includes new data, and
welcome your feedback and questions.

DAVID BRENNAN

ALEX BRODIE

VIONA DUNCAN

Co-chair of global Tech

Co-chair of global Tech

Co-chair of global Tech

1
2

https://www.statista.com/statistics/870924/worldwide-digital-transformation-market-size/
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/issues/cybersecurity/global-digital-trust-insights.html
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M E THO D O LO G Y
•

The Network Readiness Index4, which feeds into the Wave of

This report is based on the Wave of Readiness, a global league

Readiness, considers countries in four dimensions:

table of each nation’s preparedness for major technology shifts

PEOPLE

and digitalisation.
•

Individuals, Businesses, Governments

The Wave of Readiness is produced using two datasets: a future

TECH

development score (2017–2022) created by the Economist

Access, Content, Future Technologies

Intelligence Unit and the Network Readiness Index (NRI) 2021.
Each country is assigned a total score out of 17.
•

GOVERNANCE

The research was supplemented by a series of 11 in-depth

Trust, Regulation, Inclusion

interviews with digitalisation professionals from around the
world.

IMPACT

E X E C U TIVE S U M M A RY

Economy, Quality of Life, SDG (Sustainable Development
Goals) Contribution

The Wave of Readiness aims to show which
jurisdictions are most ready for digitalisation and
which emerging technologies/sectors are driving
digitalisation forward.

This means the scorecard measures more than just CEO appetite

This report uses an updated version of the Wave of Readiness, which

investment in research.

for technology or optimism about innovation, but also the building
blocks of digitalisation: network infrastructure, human skills and

featured in our 2019 Tides of Disruption report, and incorporates

The Wave of Readiness divides countries into three groups: Ahead of

fresh research and analysis.

the Wave; Just Keeping Up; and Behind the Wave. Overall scores have
increased year-on-year due to recovery from the global pandemic and

While a change in criteria in 2019 meant the scores for most
countries fell in the 2020 figures, in the most recent NRI rankings
from December 2021, scores for most countries rose compared

a corresponding jump to digital technologies in areas like medicine
and schooling.

to 2019. This is largely due to the increased uptake and rollout of
technology due to the global pandemic, notably in the digitalisation
of healthcare and education. It’s an exciting time to be part of the
digital economy.
Using this new data, this year’s report explores firstly, what the
strongest countries are doing right, and secondly, how business
leaders can use this information to their benefit.

The analysis of 77 countries3 considers factors such as:

Internet access

Mobile phone
subscriptions

E-commerce

E-governance

Cyber security

The granting
of patents

R&D spending

This is in addition to research infrastructure, exploring nations’ ability
to support technological development and capacity for embracing
and implementing the latest technology for public and private use.

3
4

1

There were originally 78 countries, but Venezuela was dropped from the NRI rankings in 2021.
https://networkreadinessindex.org/
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AH EAD OF T H E WAVE

•

Sweden remains top of the rankings, having overtaken Singapore

J U ST KEEPING U P

•

in 2020.
•

Singapore’s performance has been outstanding, sitting at rank 1

The top three countries – Sweden, Singapore and Netherlands –

•

•

•

•

governance and impact – all due to the ongoing political
disruption there. This drop of 10 places overall since 2018 is the
second greatest fall on the list after Bahrain.
•

•

Kuwait

Singapore

Sweden

Poland

Czech Republic

Mexico

Thailand

Netherlands

Finland

Slovenia

Poland

Serbia

Romania

to return India to its former position.

United States

United States

China

Slovenia

Greece

Mexico

After India, the strongest performer in this group was China,

Finland

Netherlands

Malaysia

Italy

Kazakhstan

Jordan

Australia

Australia

Qatar

Portugal

Bahrain

Sri Lanka

Germany

Japan

Portugal

Russian Federation

Colombia

Colombia

its technology and people scores.

France

Germany

Slovak Republic

Chile

Jordan

Serbia

At the bottom of the group, both Romania and Thailand fell back

Japan

France

Russian Federation

China

Sri Lanka

Philippines

Denmark

Hong Kong SAR

Hungary

Slovak Republic

Philippines

Greece

Switzerland

Korea, Rep.

Argentina

Latvia

Vietnam

Azerbaijan

Korea, Rep.

Switzerland

Chile

Hungary

Morocco

Morocco

Austria

Austria

Latvia

Argentina

Tunisia

Tunisia

Belgium

Belgium

Cyprus

Cyprus

Azerbaijan

Vietnam

Canada

Denmark

Bulgaria

Saudi Arabia

Indonesia

Indonesia

In total, the average score for this group is 7.640, a 1.2% rise

United Kingdom

Canada

Ukraine

Costa Rica

Iran, Islamic Rep.

Iran, Islamic Rep.

compared to 2020, although the group’s average score fell by

New Zealand

New Zealand

Saudi Arabia

Ukraine

Peru

Ecuador

Estonia

United Kingdom

Costa Rica

Bulgaria

Egypt

Peru

Norway

Estonia

Brazil

South Africa

Ecuador

Kenya

Hong Kong SAR

Norway

Croatia

Bahrain

Kenya

El Salvador

Israel

Israel

India

Turkey

El Salvador

Egypt

Ireland

Ireland

South Africa

India

Dominican Republic

Dominican Republic

places to 63.

Spain

UAE

Turkey

Kazakhstan

Algeria

Algeria

Egypt also experienced improvements in technology and the

UAE

Spain

Romania

Brazil

Pakistan

Venezuela

Lithuania

Lithuania

Thailand

Croatia

Bangladesh

Pakistan

Czech Republic

Qatar

Nigeria

Bangladesh

Turkey rose two places to 49 thanks to strong performances in

three places to 50 and 51 respectively after strong performances

Major Western economies experienced little change to their high

in 2020. However, their drop reflects the high scores achieved by

overall rankings, with the UK and France rising two places, to

other countries in this group.

8 and 16 respectively, despite little change in their underlying
scores. Germany held its position at 7.
•

The US rose two places to 4 as a consequence of a significantly

B EHIND THE WAVE

improved score for access to technology.
•

Estonia also rose two places, to 18, with declines in both
technology and people scores offset by increases in impact,
quality of life and the economy.

•

10% between 2018 and 2020.

There are no new entrants into the top group. The last to enter
this top group was the Czech Republic in 2020, with its position
unchanged at 26.

•

•

•

Bahrain has dropped three places, following a fall of eight places
between 2018 and 2020. The country experienced falls in access

In total, the average score for this group of countries is 14.115,

to technology, weaker readiness for technology, reductions in

a 1.6% increase compared to the average score for 2020 and

quality of life and a decline in the economy.

2% decline of the average score for 2018 before the criteria for
measurement changed. This increase is in line with incremental

•

While Morocco stalled around governance and people, scores
for both technology and impact of technology pushed it up two

improvements across the board.
•

impact of technology, which pushed it up two places to 69.
•

There has been little change at the bottom, with the bottom
four countries – Algeria, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nigeria –
unchanged since 2018.

3

Behind the wave
Kuwait

and the expansion in tech support and business readiness.

2018 and 2020. While Hong Kong remains well placed for

Just keeping up
Malaysia

rising three places to 30, driven by major boosts in technology

dropped four places to 20, following a drop of six places between

Ahead of the wave

Italy

strength of the economy and access to technology both helped

reductions in quality of life and the economy.

2021 2018

Singapore

with severe impacts in 2020 which then reversed in 2021. The

access to technology, weaker readiness for technology and small

technology, scores fell for access to that technology, people,

SEE HOW THE WAVE OF READINESS RANKINGS HAVE CHANGED BETWEEN 2018
AND 2021

Sweden

This yo-yo-ing in the position of India is down to the pandemic,

Denmark surged up the rankings by seven places in 2020, but

The biggest mover within the top tier is Hong Kong, which

India re-entered this group with the largest rise on this list,
ascending six places to 47 after falling out of the group in 2020.

fell back two places to 10 in 2021, due to small declines in

•

No countries ascended to the top tier, but Mexico dropped out
of the group, replaced by India.

are unchanged since 2020.
•

TURNING TIDES

1.75% increase compared to the average score for 2020.

or 2 since this survey began in 2018.
•

In total, the average score for this group of countries is 10.720, a

Digital currents in a changing world • Turning tides

Nigeria
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WAVE OF READINESS
The Wave of Readiness is a global league table of
each nation’s preparedness for major technology
shifts and digitalisation.

AHEAD OF THE WAVE
JUST KEEPING UP
Sweden

Belgium

Cyprus

Singapore

Canada

Bulgaria

Netherlands

United Kingdom

Ukraine

United States

New Zealand

Saudi Arabia

Finland

Estonia

Costa Rica

Australia

Norway

Brazil

Germany

Hong Kong SAR

Croatia

France

Israel

India

Japan

Ireland

South Africa

Denmark

Spain

Turkey

Switzerland

United Arab Emirates

Argentina

Romania

Korea, Rep.

Lithuania

Chile

Thailand

Austria

Czech Republic

Latvia

Kuwait

Italy
Poland
Slovenia
China
Malaysia
Qatar

BEHIND THE WAVE
Mexico

Indonesia

Serbia

Iran, Islamic Rep.

Greece

Peru

Kazakhstan

Egypt

Bahrain

Ecuador

Colombia

Kenya

Jordan

El Salvador

Sri Lanka

Dominican Republic

Philippines

Algeria

Vietnam

Pakistan

Morocco

Bangladesh

Tunisia

Nigeria

Portugal
Slovak Republic
Russian Federation
Hungary

Azerbaijan
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C ON T I N U E D S CANDINAVIAN S UCCESS

M A J O R E C O N O M IE S K E E P PAC E

As a distinct group, Scandinavian countries continue to be the most

These Scandinavian nations punch well above their weight when it

The US remains a strong performer, rising two places to 4 in the

Canada continues to perform strongly, despite slipping one place

prepared for digitalisation. Sweden has maintained its spot at the top,

comes to technology readiness and perform particularly well in the

global rankings between 2020 to 2021. It performs well in technology

to 15. Canada is spurred on by a strong score for investment in

which it took from Singapore in 2020. Denmark surged to 8 in 2020,

NRI’s people sub-ranking, which measures access to technology and

implementation and investment, integration of technology into

technologies, and by well-placed regulatory and government

and has fallen back slightly to 10 this year, but this remains a strong

the skills to use technology.

business, governance, regulatory framework and cyber security laws.

systems, including the highest score for e-commerce regulation,

position. Norway trails its Scandinavian neighbours, ranking at 19,

Its improved performance this year is as a result of improvements in

alongside high rates of inclusion. Some factors considered in the rate

but stays prominent in the Wave, one place above Hong Kong, which

access to technology.

of inclusion are the availability of local online content, the gender gap

fell four places to 20.

Germany has remained at 7. A strong economy and technologically
advanced industry alongside world-class investment in future

in internet use and e-participation. However, Canada falls behind in
relation to overall access to technology, specifically relatively low 3G
mobile coverage, higher mobile tariffs and lower rates of households

OV E R A LL N R I

TE C H N OLO GY

PEOPLE

GOVE R N A N C E

I MPAC T

technologies such as quantum computing put Germany in a strong

R A NK ING

R A NK ING

R A N KI N G

R A N KI N G

R A N KI N G

position. But poor levels of online government access, relatively

Sweden

2

4

4

5

2

low levels of e-participation, and lacklustre ICT skills amongst

The UK has risen two places to 16 and finds itself at a crossroads.

Denmark

3

7

2

3

7

professionals prevent an even higher position.

On the one hand there are high rates of technological access and

Norway

9

13

6

1

11

France has risen two places to 8. France’s solid economy, strong
social safety net and technological familiarity in both business and
government have ensured a stable platform for future readiness.
However, low GDP growth and a high gender disparity online,

A DVA N C E S I N S OUT H - EAS T ERN EU ROPE

coupled with a relatively low proportion of firms with a website hold
it back.

with internet access.

content, and strong governance across the board. On the other
hand, a lack of investment in technological education and skills and
a poor response to the global pandemic has resulted in a weakening
economy, with record borrowing against rising inflation. Ongoing
Brexit-related challenges bring separate risks but the technological
base – including its position as the global FinTech capital – is strong
enough for the UK to prosper if investments, such as the ‘tech
budget’ announced in October 2021, are targeted correctly.

South-eastern Europe is one of the most upwardly mobile regions

However, while the region has shown significant improvement, the

in the world when it comes to technology. Each of these nations has

reality is that south-eastern Europe still lags behind the rest of the

seen their Wave ranking improve since 2018. Romania and Croatia

continent. The region has particularly poor governance compared to

were the biggest movers in the group in 2020, with gains of seven

other European nations and further suffers around technology skills

places and six places respectively, but both fell back a little this year,

and internet access. However, growing technology investment and

Romania slipping three paces and Croatia one place.

increased focus on the importance of education promise further gains
in the future.

7

OVERALL NRI

T ECH NOLOG Y

PEOPLE

G OVERNAN CE

I M PACT

RANK ING

RANK ING

RANK ING

RANK ING

R AN KI N G

USA

4

1

5

7

16

Germany

8

5

8

13

10

UK

10

6

16

14

9

Canada

11

9

15

6

20

OV E R A LL N R I

TE C H N OLO GY

PEOPLE

GOVE R N A N C E

I MPAC T

R A NK ING

R A NK ING

R A N KI N G

R A N KI N G

R A N KI N G

France

14

14

14

16

14

Croatia

41

64

46

37

40

China

29

33

20

45

13

Greece

46

51

40

44

59

Romania

47

43

53

55

39

Bulgaria

50

56

50

47

48

Serbia

57

71

56

50

50
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CHAPTER ONE: LESSONS FROM
THE LEADERS

SWEDEN

A HANDFUL OF COUNTRIES ARE EMERGING AS GLOBAL LEADERS ON
DIGITALISATION, WITH SIMILAR NAMES TOPPING THE WAVE OF READINESS YEAR
AFTER YEAR.

grants, for promising ideas that bring together different actors from

One of Sweden’s most notable policies has been its encouragement
of innovation, via government-backed start-up investment and
various sectors. These are designed to tackle,
for example, the environment and climate
change, gender equality and preventing
oppression and discrimination –

The two regions with many of the most interesting
developments are the Nordic countries in northern
Europe – particularly Sweden, which topped the list –
and China.

specific development goals that
are of high priority to Sweden5.
Claudia Olsson, founder of
global education company Stellar

“

In Sweden we have a
very vibrant and active startup ecosystem, which makes a
significant contribution to our high
placement in the indices.

Capacity which specialises in digital
leadership and upskilling, says “In

”

Claudia Olsson, founder of
Stellar Capacity

Sweden we have a very vibrant and active
start-up ecosystem, which makes a significant
contribution to our high placement in the indices.”
The seeds for this were sown as early as 1997, when the Swedish
Government made it a priority to enable easy and widespread
ownership of personal computers. The Government used tax breaks
to incentivise private companies in a nationwide initiative to increase
access to PCs. This, along with an early focus on making high-speed
internet available, has generated widespread digital literacy early on,
and contributed to a well-developed start-up culture.
Sweden’s focus on education and developing skills has also
contributed to its high ranking. Its education system is free for
undergraduates, and places emphasis on lifelong learning and
reskilling for adults via systems such as the Folkhögskola system,
which provides free training in a wide variety of subjects as well as
financial aid for eligible adult learners.
The Swedish Government has taken steps to ensure that the
development of its digital economy dovetails with its focus on
sustainability. As Olsson says, “The Swedish Government established
the Agency for Digital Government (DIGG) in 2018 with the goal
to utilize digitalisation to create a sustainable society and facilitate
digitalisation of the public sector. The Government also established
the Committee for Technological Innovation and Ethics (KOMET)
to identify policy challenges and regulatory uncertainty that hinder
successful implementation of digitalisation initiatives in the public
sector.”

5

9

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/memberstates/sweden
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C HIN E S E C ITIE S

This is a step towards addressing an issue some other countries

While China’s position on the list is more middling – it is number 30,

face. Wendy Wagner, partner at Gowling WLG in Ottawa, Canada,

having risen three places – its cities, where 60% of the population

is a data protection lawyer. She says there is often a lack of trust

live7, are ahead of many Western nations. The comparative lack of

in a government’s ability to implement large-scale digital projects.

infrastructure in its vast rural areas brings its overall performance

“This is why contact tracing apps didn’t get off the ground in some

down.

countries. The lack of trust in a government’s ability to implement

In Chinese cities, however, life is digital-first. Public and private

remains a major obstacle.”

services are accessed via digital apps WeChat or AliPay, from

While a government’s role in creating the right conditions is

payment of utility bills and income tax to public transport, from

undeniable, private companies can take some lessons from the

online shopping to parking fines. China’s centralised approach to data

Swedish approach. Swedish banks, for instance, seeing the need for

has enabled levels of integration between organisations that remains

a digital identification verification system, formed a consortium in

a far-off ambition for most countries.

2002 and collaborated to create a coherent ID platform for bank

Much of this development has been enabled by an overhaul of

identification. The success of the initiative helped to accelerate the

regulation within the last couple of years. Laws covering intellectual

digitalisation process and benefitted not just banking but most other

property, copyright, patents, trade secrets and data privacy have been

sectors in Sweden by making online payments easier. Its usage as

updated, helping the private sector to play a role in the country’s

digital identification verification on various government websites

digitalisation. Plus, its approach to data privacy differs from the EU,

and agencies to make e-service more available and accessible also

where the emphasis is placed on individuals’ right to their own data.

demonstrates the close cooperation between public and private that

In China, data is protected, but the Government holds the rights

is common in Sweden.

to it, allowing swift integration of services but data-sharing

Sweden’s open approach to knowledge sharing and network building

policies unthinkable in Western democracies.

“

All this data means the
Vivian Desmonts is a partner in Gowling WLG’s
Government knows the trends
Guangzhou, China office and a member of the firm’s
of life in the cities – it knows the
flow of traffic at certain hours, when global Tech team. According to Desmonts, WeChat
Pay is used for everything in daily life, yielding
electricity use will be highest.

can be replicated by private industries, where collaboration can speed
up digitalisation across an industry or sector. Those facing political
barriers to knowledge sharing – such as companies based in a postBrexit UK – will need to work harder.

”

As Olsson says, “After Brexit, the UK needs to ensure that it continues

Vivian Desmonts, partner at
Gowling WLG

to collaborate in European research initiatives, in order to keep up
its research competitiveness and maintain the important networks
that the experience of Sweden, which traditionally has

After Brexit, the UK
“
needs to ensure that it continues

made consistent and successful efforts to reach out and
research centres and networks, can serve as a model.
For example, the Swedish Research Council actively
encourages international collaboration and makes
it a priority for foreign researchers to work easily in
Sweden6.

means the Government knows the trends of life in the
cities – it knows the flow of traffic at certain hours and
when electricity use will be highest.” With the Government

that facilitate knowledge and expertise sharing.” She adds

establish strong links to multinational and international

gigantic amounts of transaction data. “All this data

to collaborate in European research
initiatives, in order to keep up its
research competitiveness and maintain
the important networks that facilitate
knowledge and expertise sharing.

Aside from Sweden, among smaller countries where the
need to look outside is more pressing, Singapore – second in

”

Claudia Olsson, founder of
Stellar Capacity

continuing to encourage urban migration, this integration and
use of big data helps the country manage everything from healthcare
to education, crime and poverty.
However, while there are many structural and cultural differences in
China that are difficult to replicate in other parts of the world, there
are some similarities as well. In China, as elsewhere, government
investment plays a significant role in nurturing digitalisation, and the
Chinese Government’s investments in things like smart grids provide
new business models and other opportunities for private firms. The
Chinese Government also offers subsidies to start-ups to encourage

the Wave of Readiness rankings – has also done particularly well

innovation, with a focus on Chinese firms – the recent US-China trade

at building these relationships. One recent breakthrough developed

war has strengthened its focus on Chinese companies.

by international researchers based in Singapore is a glass coating to
regulate either heating or cooling that will help to make buildings
more sustainable.
6

https://www.vr.se/english/mandates/international-work.html
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7

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.URB.TOTL.IN.ZS?locations=CN
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CHAPTER TWO: CHALLENGES
SLOWING DIGITALISATION

C YB E R C RI ME C H A L L E N GE S

The first challenge to digitalisation is cyber security. Private

WHILST BIG DATA, AI AND 5G ARE THE KEY DRIVERS OF DIGITALISATION ACROSS
THE GLOBE, EACH OF THESE AREAS STILL HAS ITS OWN SET OF CHALLENGES TO
OVERCOME BEFORE ITS FULL POTENTIAL CAN BE REALISED.

businesses cannot currently rely on national governments to protect
their digital interests. Governments have the opportunity to offer
more support, especially for SMEs, to ensure businesses can

“

Its international nature
build strong enough systems to protect themselves.
makes it harder to police, because
of the additional difficulties involved “Cyber crime is a global challenge and it’s not going away,”
when it comes to pursuing cybersays Helen Davenport, partner and cyber security lawyer
criminals across borders.
at Gowling WLG in Birmingham, UK. “Its international

Geopolitical uncertainty, corruption and a lack
of regulation can all hinder digitalisation, and the
bottom of the Wave of Readiness highlights the
importance of stability: many of these countries face
a combination of political instability and economic
deprivation.

”

Helen Davenport, partner at
Gowling WLG

nature makes it harder to police, because of the additional
difficulties involved when it comes to pursuing cyber
criminals across borders.”

Growing digitalisation inequality is compounding the challenges

Parallel EU10 and US11 initiatives under consideration could cut off

faced by countries at the bottom of the table. While the scores of

much of the incentive for ransomware attacks by making ransomware

most countries rose a little year-on-year, the gap between top and

payments illegal or uninsurable. But there is also resistance to this

bottom is getting more pronounced. This reflects increasing global

because it leaves companies suffering attacks with nowhere to go.

inequality in wealth and areas like COVID-19 response. For example,

“Ultimately, the issue will need to be addressed at a global level”,

53.6% of the global adult population has a wealth of less than USD

says Davenport. “In the meantime, companies should take steps to

10,000, which totals 1.4% of global wealth8. In response to the

protect themselves by making sure they have a backup of their data

pandemic, in March 2022, higher-income countries administered

and put cyber defences in place.”

188.18 COVID-19 vaccines per 100 of population. In lower-income
countries this figure was 20.43, just 10.8% of the high-income level9.

The other conundrum firms often face when tackling cyber crime,
and digitalisation more broadly, is that few can undertake these

The countries at the bottom of the list have more work to do, but

projects on their own. Everyone from SMEs to multinationals need

there are challenges that affect nearly every jurisdiction – even those

partners, and it can be hard to know which suppliers are appropriate

in Scandinavia, towards the top of the table.

or competent.
“The industry in cyber security is new, and there’s no good system
for evaluating the quality of service,” says Wagner. “There’s no
formalised certification programmes, and an astoundingly wide
spectrum of service. We see this a lot when helping companies with
data breaches. Standards for those industries would be helpful, so
people can trust their service providers.”
While legal firms remain an important first port of call when
business data is compromised by offering firms a vetted list of useful
resources, there is an opportunity for businesses and other bodies to
collaborate and formalise cyber certification and quality of service.
Davenport adds “In the UK, for instance, there is guidance for the
standards or levels of security you should have, but more limited
information on how to achieve that or choosing the right people to
help. There are a range of certifications and accreditations out there,
but as yet there are none approved specifically under the UK GDPR
and it’s hard to sort the wheat from the chaff.”

8
9

https://www.credit-suisse.com/media/assets/corporate/docs/about-us/research/publications/global-wealth-report-2020-en.pdf
https://covid19.who.int/table
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https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20211022IPR15610/cybersecurity-meps-strengthen-eu-wide-requirements-against-threats
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/10/13/fact-sheet-ongoing-public-u-s-efforts-to-counter-ransomware/
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AI L IAB IL ITY

5 G HU R D L E S

AI is another area where regulatory gaps remain, and where standards

Another significant problem with AI is the issue of liability. AI can be

5G is perhaps the most fundamental technological development in

New compatible network infrastructures will need to be

will help. An area of rapid progress, AI and machine learning have

used to build sophisticated algorithms that can trawl through large

a generation. It is the profound combination of human capability,

implemented for the successful deployment of 5G. Because many

transformed a range of sectors and regulation is yet to catch up.

datasets and may spot patterns that humans cannot, and then make

AI, smart devices and connectivity that will come to define a world

operators will take an evolutionary approach to infrastructure

decisions based on this analysis. Moreover, Matt Hervey, partner

in which businesses must be responsive, innovative, resilient and

investment, in the early stages of deployment, pockets of 5G will

competitive.

still have 4G and even 3G existent, depending on demand and area.

Naïm Antaki, partner at Gowling WLG in Montreal, Canada, co-leads
the firm’s Montreal Tech Group. He says “A lot of the innovation in
AI is driven by the private sector and businesses will tend to go

Powerful machine
“
learning techniques often

to where the Government provides the most certainty of use.
They want to understand the rules of the game; if they don’t,
they are less likely to want to be there.”
Canada was one of the first countries to adopt an AI
strategy in 2017, making cities such as Montreal and Toronto

”

was created, enabling them to take advantage of growing
expertise and skills. This shows that a thriving AI community acts
as a magnet for businesses and investment for companies interested
in using AI for themselves.

need to collaborate to tap into these ecosystems in some way. Even
the biggest names, such as Meta (formerly Facebook),

“Academics need to publish
their research, and there’s a
real tension between them
and companies who need to
keep it private for reasons of
intellectual property.”

Matt Hervey, partner at
Gowling WLG

often difficult to know how the AI
came to a particular decision.”
Alam says that anyone with
professional liability – doctors,
company directors, lawyers – can
find themselves relying on AI when

they don’t fully understand how it makes a
decision. “You might acquire a piece of software
is liable if you miss something important?”
Antaki adds “How do you explain what happened and how you came
suffered damages. What if you cannot explain what happened? Is

academics. Chris Alam, partner

this can lead to tension:

and when something goes wrong, it’s

to that decision if you’re in court, and there’s a fault and someone

need to work with external experts, often

global AI team. He says

techniques often lack “transparency”

to complete a task better and quicker than using junior staff. But who

With AI being relatively new to many industries, many companies

Canada, is part of the firm’s

UK, explains “Powerful machine learning

lack ‘transparency’ and when
something goes wrong, it’s often
difficult to know how the AI came
to a particular decision.

AI hubs. As companies moved to these cities, an ecosystem

at Gowling WLG in Toronto,

and head of AI (UK) at Gowling WLG in London,

there a way you can protect yourself?”

“

A lot of the innovation in
He says the answer, especially while regulation catches up, is
AI is driven by the private sector and
watertight contracts. “Contracts are crucial. Allocation of
businesses will tend to go to where the
liability is something lawyers do all the time. Who should
Government provides the most certainty
bear the risk and to what extent?”
of use. They want to understand the rules of
the game; if they don’t, they are less likely to The evolving regulatory landscape is another challenge
want to be there.
because it lags behind the technology. A country’s laws

”

Naïm Antaki, partner at
Gowling WLG

may not yet be designed for cutting-edge technologies,

Depending on focus and strategies, companies’ expectations and time
frames for 5G vary from heavy strategic reliance for future-proofing
business, revenue streams and diversification of consumer offerings,
to a ‘wait and see’ approach to the actual business case 5G presents
for new technologies and actual revenue generation.
From working with clients to develop their 5G strategies, Alexandre
Brazeau, principal associate in Gowling WLG’s Tech team in Dubai,
UAE, senses that businesses are feeling optimistic about the
opportunities of such a ubiquitous technology.
He says “The current feeling from private companies and government
entities is positive, as they believe 5G will aid in various industry
applications such as shipping, logistics, utilities, etc.”
For example, the UAE’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) uses the
deployment of 5G to actively adopt and implement AI technologies;
this includes enabling detection and reporting of violations of
COVID-19 safety measures in public taxis12, as well as recording all
active vehicles in the country on a digitised platform to be able to

Speed fluctuations will vary on end-users, their 5G compatibility and
area of service, so quality of service may be impacted as a result of
these fluctuations. Businesses will therefore need to understand their
customers and location to decide whether being an early adopter of
5G will be profitable initially.
“If a business chooses not to invest in the hardware to support 5G as
soon as possible,” says Brazeau, “it doesn’t mean that they will be left
behind. They will be able to continue doing business using long-term
evolution networks and make a gradual transition to 5G when their
business is ready.
“However, there is no doubt
that 5G is coming, so if a
company hasn’t already
considered how the
technology will
impact their business
model, inform their
long-term strategy

track each vehicle efficiently.

and create new

But not all sectors want to be part of the early adoption of the

it’s important to start

technology. Hardware investment, together with general uncertainty

thinking about that now.”

business opportunities,

“

However, there is no
doubt that 5G is coming, so if a
company hasn’t already considered
how the technology will impact their
business model, inform their longterm strategy and create new business
opportunities, it’s important to start
thinking about that now.

”

Alexandre Brazeau, principal
associate at Gowling WLG

about 5G, means some businesses are holding off on costly
investments until more commercial certainty exists for creating
substantial 5G networks.

including AI, which can lead to difficulties. A range of specific
proposals are coming through in several countries. The European
Union (EU) published its proposals for the regulation of AI in
April 2021. The proposals would prohibit some activities, such as
subliminal techniques to distort a person’s behaviour, and introduce
safeguards for “high-risk” systems including those using AI to make
recruitment decisions. The EU is proposing special requirements such
as transparency, risk assessments and record keeping. This is flagging
areas of potential interest to other lawmakers and highlighting where
legal advice is likely to be required in the future.

12

15

https://www.intelligenttransport.com/transport-news/112461/rta-dubai-cameras/
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CHAPTER THREE: OPPORTUNITY
BY INDUSTRY

R E A L E S TAT E A N D
C O NS TR UC T I O N
5G is a revolutionary technology that could play a potentially
significant role in the construction industry. For instance, China has

WHILST EACH SECTOR WILL HAVE ITS OWN DIGITALISATION CHALLENGES,
CERTAIN INDUSTRIES ARE LEADING THE WAY IN DEMONSTRATING THE
VALUE OF GOING DIGITAL.

opened its first 5G-enabled construction site. With the capacity
to transmit 10GB per second, and with technology on site such
as ‘AI glasses’ to enable engineers to see what workers see and
communicate with them, the aim is improved productivity. It also
tracks workers’ blood pressure, electrocardiography and other health
indicators.

Different sectors are embracing the opportunities
digitalisation offers in their own way, at their own
pace. In this chapter, we spotlight three sectors that
are at the forefront of digital adoption: real estate
and construction, life sciences and financial services.

The difference between 5G- and 4G-enabled sites is the bandwidth
and low-latency – vital in a hazardous work environment to
transfer more data more quickly and enable technologies like 3D
modelling using cloud-based servers. For sites in other countries,
the deployment of drones and robotic bricklayers/workers is

“The next challenge will
be developing a digital twin of a

being explored – 5G will accelerate how well these work
with lower latency, greater bandwidth and live feeds of

building, which can be used for complex data, allowing monotonous or hazardous jobs to be
construction projects. Digital twins are not undertaken by robots.
only useful for the construction phase, but However, outside of telecoms and hardware,
the lifetime management and operation of planning, construction and building management
a building.
will also be impacted. Sylvain Canard-Volland, a

”

Real Estate partner at Gowling WLG in Paris, France,

Sylvain Canard-Volland,
partner at Gowling WLG

comments “The next challenge will be developing a
digital twin of a building, which can be used for complex
construction projects. Digital twins are not only useful for the

construction phase, but the lifetime management and operation of a
building.”
A digital twin allows the structure to be tested in various ways during
the design phase, and the sequence of construction can be planned
before anything starts on the ground. Secondly, it gives all parties
access to the same digital blueprints at the same time. And finally,
after construction, cost and energy efficiency can be modelled
in detail. This requires reaching a level of collaboration between
companies, local authorities and asset managers.
The construction sector will need to lead the way when it comes to
building a collaborative approach for 5G, and wider digitalisation, to
work. There needs to be a transition from a singular, siloed mindset
to one of cooperation; otherwise there is a risk many companies in
construction could find themselves on the wrong side of history – or,
more accurately, the future of the industry – if this mindset is not
adopted.
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FI N A NCIAL S ERVICES

L IF E S C IE N C E S

In financial services, regulators have been keen to encourage

new ways to transact, invest and store funds, and potentially cheaper

In life sciences, the primary use of digital technology is the

innovation, in the hope of delivering benefits for consumers and

and faster payments. However, they also warned that action would

increasingly advanced use of AI in pharmaceutical development – it’s

markets alike. For example, open banking and the EU’s
PSD2 have helped bolster adoption of new ideas
and the use of technology in the payment
services industry to enhance competition for
the benefit of consumers.
Sushil Kuner, principal associate in
Gowling WLG’s Tech team in London,
UK, says “Open banking was designed
to produce more innovative payment
services, allowing consumers a secure
way to give trusted third parties access
to their banking data.” She adds it is this
aspect that has bolstered and transformed
the digitalisation journey in the payments

need to be taken to mitigate the significant risks that
crypto assets can pose to consumers and markets,

“This is another prime
example of digitalisation in financial

meaning wide scale adoption of DLT in financial
services may still be some way off.

services – consumers can, at the point of
sale, apply for credit with an instantaneous
decision from the lender. But this isn’t just the
domain of FinTech companies. Consumers can now,
for example, purchase vehicles on finance direct on
auto-manufacturers’ websites where again, banks’
lending decisions are made instantaneously at
the point of sale.

”

consumers and retailers alike when making and receiving

has helped push innovation in financial

and investment is growing consistently. Returns, if measured by
patents, have risen from an average of 16 per year between 2000 and
2014, to 75 in 202013. Many of the leading companies in this area are
technology companies first, and biosciences companies second; the
volumes of data are growing all the time.

services, allowing firms to test ideas

John Norman, partner and leader of Gowling WLG’s Life Sciences

on consumers and/or markets in

group in Ottawa, Canada, says the main challenges facing firms

a controlled environment. Kuner

in this space are information privacy, regulatory approval and

says “Businesses can test innovative

protection around inventorship and innovation. Patents are the tool

propositions in the market with

real consumers under observation by

Sushil Kuner, principal associate at
Gowling WLG

industry. “It has resulted in less friction for

The creation of regulatory sandboxes

already revolutionising drug discovery and new forms of treatment,

regulators. The UK’s Financial Conduct
Authority was the first regulator to launch
a sandbox which has successfully cultivated UK

innovation in FinTech. Multiple regulators across the world

most often used for intellectual property protection, but Norman
says “Patents have to have inventors. If an algorithm comes up with
a new or better treatment, who is the inventor? Could you
potentially have the writer of the algorithm or creator
of the software claiming it as theirs? You can also
protect the new AI technology, but that doesn’t

Patents have to have
“
inventors. If an algorithm comes

up with a new or better treatment, who
is the inventor? Could you potentially have
the writer of the algorithm or creator of the
software claiming it as theirs? You can also
protect the new AI technology, but that doesn’t
necessarily stop someone else from using the
medicine.

payments and offering consumers novel solutions where they can,

have since created their own sandboxes, and the Global Financial

necessarily stop someone else from using the

for example, view all of their financial products held with different

Innovation Network has created a global sandbox to test ideas across

medicine.” Although this is still a new area of

providers in one place.”

multiple jurisdictions.”

law, one strategy is to attribute inventorship

Advancements in technology have also enabled disruption in the

With the global nature of FinTech, one challenge companies face as

consumer credit sector. Kuner points to the significant rise in buy-

they scale and seek to launch services in new markets is the variance

now-pay-later services, stating “This is another prime example of

in regulatory standards across different jurisdictions. For example, in

Regulation can also cause bottlenecks and

digitalisation in financial services – consumers can, at the point of

the UK the FCA’s rules are technology neutral and to date the FCA

slow the approval of new drugs that used AI in

sale, apply for credit with an instantaneous decision from the lender.

has not adopted a specific framework for crypto assets like other

their development. For example, pharmaceutical

But this isn’t just the domain of FinTech companies. Consumers can

jurisdictions such as Malta have. Instead, they have issued guidance

regulators such as the FDA, which is the gold standard

now, for example, purchase vehicles on finance direct on auto-

to help consumers and firms understand how DLT and crypto assets

for drug approval, often take a cautious approach in approving

manufacturers’ websites where, again, banks’ lending decisions are

fit into the current regulatory perimeter.

new drugs given the potentially life-threatening consequences of

made instantaneously at the point of sale.”

However, the UK has indicated that with potential wider adoption of

to the individuals who used AI to identify the
drug or its beneficial properties.

”

John Norman, partner at
Gowling WLG

approving a drug that is not safe and effective.

More recently, with the development of Distributed Ledger

certain types of cryptocurrencies – such as stablecoins – it may need

Consequently, new forms of data such as those generated by AI

Technology (DLT), the cloud and AI, the financial services sector

to widen its regulatory perimeter to include currently unregulated

may be met with greater caution and scrutiny because there is no

is starting to undergo a huge transformation. As the popularity of

crypto assets to ensure proper safeguards are in place to protect

track record of successfully relying on this type of information. This

crypto assets grows, leading regulators and central banks across

consumers and the markets. With regulation moving to try and keep

careful approach by the regulators can, in turn, make companies

the world have been exploring the wider adoption of DLT. They are

up with advancements in technology, it is difficult for firms to future-

cautious about adopting new ideas and projects that rely too heavily

increasingly recognising that the technology has the potential to

proof their business models and move into new markets where there

on AI. However, as this approach becomes the norm, a greater

deliver significant benefits in financial services – for example, offering

are significant variances in regulatory treatment.

understanding and acceptance of AI will bed in, particularly when
breakthrough drugs emerge as a result of this approach.
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https://www.pharmaceutical-technology.com/features/pharma-ai-investment/
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CONCLUSION: BE MORE SCANDI
SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES PERFORM WELL IN THE WAVE OF READINESS,
AND THERE IS SOMETHING WE CAN ALL LEARN FROM THEIR APPROACHES TO
DIGITALISATION.

While much of the change discussed in this report
will rely on governments, regulators and lawmakers,
several lessons for individual organisations emerge
from the Wave of Readiness data, as well as
suggestions for how organisations can improve their
own digitalisation projects.

TA K E S IM P L E S TE P S TO IM P ROV E
C YB E R S E C U R ITY

E X P LO R E P OTE NTIA L F O R
C O L L A B O R ATIO N

A longer-term answer to cyber security will require a global

From academics to start-ups to non-competitor firms, collaboration

response, and it will take time for laws to catch up with the problems

and partnerships offer businesses a route to new ideas, knowledge

experienced by companies today. In the meantime, organisations can

and skills. More broadly, industry-wide collaboration can improve

help themselves by ensuring data is backed up and their technology is

every party’s knowledge of best practice and help pave the way

up to date. Using networks, advice from peers and the right advisers

forward.

can help organisations find effective partners in the absence of
industry-wide certifications.

U S E E M E RG ING G U IDA NC E O N A I

F O L LOW ‘ G O O D C O R P O R AT E
C ITIZE N ’ P R IN C IP L E S
With so much yet to be determined in digitalisation, and with change

While frameworks are still under discussion, there is a growing

so fast paced, our work with clients often shows that a company’s

amount of information in the public domain to help companies

own ethical stance is its best guide when it comes to charting its

understand where things are moving. Using specialist advice can

course through digitally driven change. When accompanied by

help bolster knowledge on best practice when it comes to the use

professional knowledge of the current legal landscape, and careful

of AI. Staying abreast of developments will be crucial as new laws

consideration of potential consequences for different stakeholders,

and regulations emerge, and judicious use of contracts that take into

this approach will help digital transformation projects succeed

account the complexities around AI innovations will help mitigate the

commercially, while ensuring adherence to ethical and legal

issue of accountability.

principles.

C O N TR IB U TE TO B ROA D E R D IG ITA L
E D U C ATIO N A N D AC C E S S

F O C U S INVE S TM E NT S

Sweden’s position at the top of the ranking is partly due to its long-

right jurisdictions. Certain jurisdictions are more tech-friendly than

term dedication to digital technology access and education for all

others, and the information in this report can help focus those

ages – this sets it apart from other high-scoring countries such as the

investments to those which may be receptive to tech-dependent new

US and Canada.

business models or offerings.

Businesses should focus on rolling out the right technology in the

In the same way, companies and organisations that take steps to
collaborate and contribute to broader digital access will benefit in
the longer term from access to skills, new ideas and new business
models. A commitment to broad digital education will also help
organisations solve the conundrums arising from new technologies,
such as explain-ability relating to AI and the importance of effective
regulation.
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